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ABSTRACT

This work reports on the use of bandgaps to increase the efficiency of sound radiation employing defect modes on a phononic crystal (PnC).
A PnC consisting of a 2D array of studs on an aluminum plate is considered, and a defect is created by removing four studs. Numerical
simulations predict 8 dB higher radiation efficiency and significantly more uniform directivity of sound due to the piston-like defect modes
that suppress interference between acoustic waves. An experimental study of the vibrational response is carried out in order to validate the
numerical result. Comparisons of the radiation efficiency and the directivity index between the numerical and experimental results show
good agreement. These findings may pave the way to use bandgap structures as effective acoustic radiators.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5110296

For the last two decades, acoustic and elastic phononic crys-
tals (PnCs) and metamaterials have received considerable attention
due to their unique wave manipulation capabilities.1 The most
well-known property is the ability to create phononic bandgaps
that forbid the propagation of waves.2–5 Two common uses of
bandgaps are attenuation of the transmission of the wave energy
and guiding the propagation of waves. Based on these two ele-
ments, many interesting devices such as passive filters,6–10 wave
guides,11–15 and acoustic lenses16–19 have been developed.

In addition to single wave applications, the use of bandgaps has
been extended to interaction problems between elastic and acoustic
waves, i.e., vibro-acoustics.20–27 The main focus of the vibro-acoustic
applications of bandgap structures is the reduction of noise radiating
from vibrating structures due to attenuation of vibrational energy. Liu
et al.20 proposed a locally resonant sonic material that has a bandgap
in the low frequency regime and blocks the sound transmission sur-
passing the mass density law. After this pioneering work, the noise
insulation became one of the main bandgap applications.

It is generally accepted that the reduction of vibration results in
the reduction of sound radiation or noise. However, in a recent study
it was found that the efficiency of sound radiation increases and there-
fore may counterbalance the benefit of a bandgap for the noise reduc-
tion purpose.28 However, no attention has been given to a detailed
treatment of the increased efficiency of sound radiation as well as the
associated improved sound radiation directivity.

The increased efficiency of sound radiation could broaden the
possibility to use bandgap structures as acoustic radiators. The key idea
of our approach is to create a defect in a PnC that confines the vibra-
tional energy. The confined vibrational energy creates piston-like defect
modes that radiate sound more efficiently due to a reduced interference
between acoustic waves. Such defect modes have been widely used to
create photonic crystal laser devices.29,30 Recently, this principle was
transferred to acoustics for harvesting acoustic energies by confining
vibrations.27 Our work is in line with Ref. 27, but we focus on the sound
radiation. Figure 1 illustrates this idea by visualizing acoustic intensities
radiated from the bare structure and the PnC with a defect. For this
illustration, a finite element (FE) model using the structure-acoustic
interaction module in COMSOLMultiphysics is used.

From Fig. 1, two clear benefits of confining the vibration with the
PnC can be seen. First, the acoustic waves are not subjected to cancel-
ation and second, the acoustic waves radiate more uniformly in the
space. In this paper, we will demonstrate these benefits from numerical
simulations and an experimental study.

In order to realize the idea, we consider the PnC consisting of a
thin aluminum plate with periodically arranged rigid studs as shown in
Fig. 2(a). The material properties of the aluminum are an elastic modu-
lus of 68GPa, Poisson’s ratio of 0.33, a mass density of 2700 kg/m3, and
a loss factor of 0.002. These material properties are tuned to match
the experiment results for the bare aluminum plate. To create a
broad phononic bandgap in the audible frequency range, the mass
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of each stud is chosen to be 8.7 g, resulting in a bandgap ranging
from 1.9 kHz to 9.6 kHz, as highlighted in Fig. 2(b).

The studs are assumed as rigid to simplify the simulation with no
resonances induced by studs. For simulations concerning the resonan-
ces of studs, one can consider the stiffness of the studs with specific
parameters. The hexagonal shape is chosen for the stud to match the
shape with the practical fabrication, but a circular27 or rectangular11

shape can be considered with very similar results. The defect is created
by removing four studs in the center part.

For the FE simulation, shell elements and solid elements are used
for the aluminum plate and the studs, respectively. First, the vibra-
tional velocity field of the PnC is computed with the harmonic body
force (1N/m3) applied at the center of the PnC in the z-direction. All
boundaries of the aluminum plate are fixed. The sound pressure p at a
field point, which is 1 m away from the center of the surface, is calcu-
lated using the Rayleigh integral31 represented as

p ¼ jxq
2p

ð
S

ve�jkR

R r; r0ð Þ
dS; (1)

where x is the angular frequency, q0 is the mass density of air
(¼1.2 kg/m3), v is the surface normal velocity on the plate, k is the
acoustic wave number (¼x/c0) calculated from the speed of sound c0
(¼343 m/s), and R(r, r0) is the distance between the surface point r0
and the observation point r. The symbol S represents the area of the
surface. It should be emphasized that a baffled flat surface is assumed
in this formulation. This is a reasonable assumption if we use the flat
side of the PnC for sound radiation. The air loading effect is negligible
since the acoustic waves are radiated to the open space31 and due to
the use of a relatively stiff and dense material (aluminum).

Figure 2(b) shows the calculated sound pressure for the bare
plate, the full PnC, and the defect PnC. The bare plate displays a highly
fluctuating sound pressure in the frequency range of interest.
Conversely, the full PnC shows a significantly reduced sound pressure
within most of the bandgap. The dip occurring at 3382Hz corre-
sponds to an antiresonance of the vibration response. After the dip,

FIG. 1. Acoustic intensities radiating from the bare structure (a) and the PnC with a
defect (b); the length of arrows represents the magnitude of acoustic intensities.
The acoustic intensity is computed using the FE model described in Fig. 2(a) at
1850 Hz.

FIG. 2. (a) PnC with the defect, and (b) the sound pressure response calculated at
1 m away from the center of the surface. The reference sound pressure is 20 lPa.
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the sound pressure increases gradually as the frequency increases. This
sound deadening effect of the PnC is well known for noise reduction
applications.20–25 In contrast to this expectable behavior, the defect
PnC displays a sound pressure that increases significantly within the
bandgap. The averaged sound pressure of the defect PnC is 18 dB
higher than the full PnC and 2dB higher than the bare plate. In
Fig. 2(b), it can be seen that the sound pressure of the defect PnC is
comparable to the bare plate although the stiffness and the mass are
increased significantly. However, the number of resonances is much
smaller than that of the bare plate. Two clear resonances occur at
5733Hz and 8147Hz. Due to the small number of resonances, a
smooth sound pressure with only 3 dB deviation is obtained in a wide
frequency range (2–5 kHz). This result demonstrates that by creating
the defect, the PnC can amplify and smoothen the sound pressure
characteristics, which make it attractive as an acoustic radiator.

In order to further analyze the interesting behavior of the defect
PnC for sound radiation, we employ the concept of radiation effi-
ciency. Radiation efficiency r is a useful dimensionless quantity that
quantifies how efficiently the structure radiates sound in comparison
with the ideal piston.31–33 Generally, the radiation efficiency is defined
as the ratio of sound power P between the structure and the baffled
piston as

P ¼
ð
S
Re

pv�

2

� �
dS; (2)

r ¼ P

q0c0

ð
S
vv�dS

; (3)

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. To evaluate Eq. (3),
the discrete calculation method described in Ref. 33 is used.
Figure 3(a) displays the radiation efficiency for three structures, i.e.,
the bare plate, full PnC, and defect PnC. Averaged in the bandgap, the
defect PnC shows 8 dB and 5dB higher radiation efficiency than the
bare plate and the full PnC, respectively. The piston-like vibration pat-
tern of the defect PnC, which resembles the motion of a baffled piston
as described in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), is attributed to the high radiation
efficiency. On the other hand, the distributed vibration of the bare
plate described in Fig. 3(e) produces a poor and fluctuating radiation
efficiency in the entire frequency range. The cancelation of acoustic
wave contributions from adjacent areas are the main cause of this
behavior as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The full PnC also has piston-like

vibrations confined to the small region as shown in Fig. 3(d). The
small area of the confined vibration produces poor radiation efficiency
at frequencies below 4 kHz, but it gradually increases as the frequency
increases. It is worth noting that the full PnC displays a very smooth
behavior in contrast to the slightly oscillating behavior of the defect
PnC. From the results, we can conclude that a PnC with and without a
defect can increase the efficiency of sound radiation significantly. It is
worth noting that it should be possible to manipulate the piston-like
vibrational behavior further by systematically designing the defect as
described in Ref. 34 for a photonic crystal waveguide.

To validate the increased radiation efficiency obtained from the
numerical result, a vibration experiment is carried out. For the experi-
ment, the defect PnC is fabricated as shown in Fig. 4(a). The dimen-
sions are the same as the FE simulation, and the rigid studs are made
of fastened bolts and nuts. To adjust the mass of the studs to 8.7 g,
four nuts are stacked together. An electrodynamic exciter (Dayton
Audio Daex 13ct) is attached at the center of the aluminum plate. The
vibrational velocity distribution on the flat side is measured using the
laser Doppler vibrometer (Polytec PSV-400) using a random signal

FIG. 3. (a) The radiation efficiency for the bare plate, the full PnC, and the defect
PnC; the bandgap is highlighted. (b)–(e) The normalized vibrational velocity fields
of structures at frequencies that represent the defect modes.

FIG. 4. (a) The fabricated PnC with defect, (b) the radiation efficiency calculated
from the simulation and measurement results, and (c) the piston-like defect modes.
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excitation. The scanning resolution is 31� 39 (i.e., 1209 points), which
is dense enough to capture the bending wavelength of 4mm at
10 kHz. A free boundary condition is applied for the setup, but within
the bandgap frequency range the vibration levels are very low near the
boundary, so the results are not sensitive to the boundary conditions.
With the measured vibration velocity, the radiation efficiency is calcu-
lated using Eq. (3). Thus, our experimental validation is limited to the
vibrational part and we rely on the use of the Rayleigh integral to
quantify the corresponding acoustic field. In Fig. 4(b), we see that the
two results are in good agreement except for the dip at 3334Hz. The
dip occurs due to the dipole-like mode which is invisible in the simula-
tion since the force is applied at the node of the mode shape. However,
piston-like defect modes demonstrate a good correlation between the
simulation and the measurement as shown in Fig. 4(c). In this figure,
two defect modes are in good agreement in terms of shapes and
frequencies.

One additional benefit of the presented approach is that the
sound is more uniformly radiated in the space, a feature not achieved
with the bare plate. To quantify the uniformity of sound radiation, the
directivity index (DI), which is a dimensionless quantity measuring
the uniformity of the sound field is calculated using the following
formulation,35

DI xð Þ ¼ 10 log10
jp 0; 0;xð Þj2

1
2p

ð2p

/¼0

ðp=2

h¼0

jp h;/;xð Þj2 sin hdhd/

; (4)

where p(0, 0, x) is the acoustic pressure at the point 1 m away from
the center of the surface as described in Fig. 5. p(h, /, x) is the acoustic
pressure at the point away from the center by the elevation angle h
and the azimuth angle /. For the calculation of the DI, a hemispherical
domain in front of the surface,35 where the elevation angle ranges
from 0 to p/2, is considered. If the sound is uniformly radiated, the DI

is equal to zero and a nonzero value represents nonuniformity of the
sound.

Figure 5 shows the DI for the bare plate and the defect PnC. For
validation purposes, the DI calculated from the measured velocity is
also presented. To quantify the acoustic pressure from the measured
velocity, the Rayleigh integral is used. As shown in the figure, the bare
plate has a strongly fluctuating DI, illustrating the nonuniformly radi-
ated sound field. Conversely, the defect PnC has a smooth DI close to
zero within the frequency range from 2 kHz to 5 kHz, indicating that it
radiates sound uniformly.

The DI calculated from the measurements shows good agree-
ment with the simulation at frequencies below 6 kHz. However, at fre-
quencies above 6 kHz, deviations between the simulation and the
measurement occur. The deviation may be due to the flexible motion
of the studs that is not considered in the simulation.

To supplement the DI calculation in Fig. 5 the sound fields are
visualized using the FE simulation. Figures 6(a)–6(c) illustrate the
sound fields at three frequencies 2000Hz, 3630Hz, and 4660Hz,
where significant differences between the bare plate and the defect
PnC are observed. For the simulation, the wave radiation condition is
applied on the boundary of the acoustic domain to simulate the free
space radiation. Figures 6(a)–6(c) clearly demonstrate that the defected
PnC radiates sound more uniformly in the space.

In conclusion, we have presented an idea of using bandgap struc-
tures for the efficient and uniform radiation of sound. From numerical
simulations, we found that the defect mode amplifies and smoothens
the sound pressure response. This leads to increased radiation

FIG. 5. The DIs for the bare plate, the PnC with the defect, and the description of
the coordinate system for the DI calculation.

FIG. 6. The acoustic pressure fields for the bare plate and the PnC with defect at
(a) 2000 Hz, (b) 3630 Hz, and (c) 4660 Hz.
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efficiency. We presented an experimental support for the concept by
measuring the vibration on the defected PnC. Sound radiation effi-
ciency and DI are considered as performance measures. The sound
radiation efficiency and the DI calculated from the measured vibration
shows good agreement with the numerical simulation. We believe that
this perspective will open applications of acoustic radiators. As an
example of applications, a flat panel loudspeaker that plays sound
using a thin panel36 is one of the promising applications of the pre-
sented result.

This work was supported by the Technical University of
Denmark (Signature project).
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